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JOIN NZEALS TODAY
The New Zealand Educational Administration and Leadership
Society (NZEALS) promotes and supports quality leadership for
learning across all educational sectors. To find out more go to
nzeals.org.nz or to join simply click here. Complete your details
and pay the subscription online, or download a form if you prefer
to make direct debit or cheque payments.
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THE ADMINISTRATION IN NZEALS
FROM THE PRESIDENT Juliette Hayes
NZEALS is an acronym for the society’s full title, New Zealand Educational

Administration and Leadership Society. Recently the National Executive has been
reflecting on the ‘administration’ element of the society’s title, and the complex
management role of educational leaders.
Our focus in recent years has been on the theory and practice of leadership, seeing
our members as leaders of people, change, transformation, systems, curriculum,
community and social justice. This focus on leadership is reinforced by principal
preparation programmes, and is an essential mindset for leaders of schools and centres
to learn and develop. But has this focus come at the cost of learning to be efficient,
effective education administrators? The enormous complexity and responsibility of
managing a school or centre requires a full skill set encapsulating several fields of
expertise: legal, accounting, human resources, marketing, strategic planning,
communications, property management... all this from a single person who likely set
out on a career with a passion for teaching and learning.
The implications of ‘getting it wrong’ are huge and can have a horrendous effect on
the lives of young people, not to mention crippling legal costs for a school or centre and
the professional reputation of the leader. The proposed health and safety reforms bring
to the fore the alarming responsibility placed on the shoulders of the CEO of an
organisation, and the importance of understanding the requirements and having
correct procedures in place.
Time and resources must be made available to both emerging and experienced school
and centre managers to help them navigate the knowledge and skills required to avoid
the pitfalls and maximise the benefits of correct administration practice. There is the
‘go to the website’ approach, where there are multiple resources available for individuals
to trawl through (NZSTA, Ministry of Education, PPTA, Education Council, NZPF, and
SPANZ all provide excellent advice and useful administration tools).
NZEALS has taken a more ‘hands-on’ approach to supporting members with
administration and management tools. In association with our key sponsor, TTS,
the Auckland Branch is offering a half-day workshop and networking event on
5 November to cover a range of topics that will enable and empower current and
emerging leaders to meet their administrative requirements, delivered by
experienced practitioners. I encourage you to take your aspiring leaders or your
own senior leadership team to join this excellent initiative, upskill, share best
practice, and enjoy the network.
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KA NUI TE MIHI KI A KOUTOU KATOA
NZEALS Otago welcomes you to the south for the biennial New Zealand Educational
Administration and Leadership Society International Leadership Conference with the
theme Leading for Social Justice in Education.
Sub-themes are Leadership for Success; Leadership for Social Justice; Leadership of
High Needs; Schools and Early Childhood Centres.

SPEAKERS:

JOIN NZEALS
TODAY
The New Zealand Educational
Administration and
Leadership Society (NZEALS)
promotes and supports quality
leadership for learning across
all educational sectors. To find
out more go to nzeals.org.nz
or to join simply click here.
Complete your details
and pay the subscription
online, or download a form
if you prefer to make direct
debit or cheque payments.

• Professor Bruce Barnett, Co-director of the International School Leadership
Network project, University of Texas at San Antonio
• Mai Chen, Managing Partner, ChenPalmer Lawyers and Adjunct Professor of Law
at Auckland University
• Associate Professor Ross Notman, New Zealand director of Leadership of
High Needs Schools project, University of Otago
• Dr Chris Sarra, Indigenous Educator, Director of the Stronger Smarter Institute
• Presenters from New Zealand and international researchers from 10 countries
investigating leadership for social justice and high needs schools.
We encourage you to submit a proposal for a workshop or a paper with the closing date
of 1 November; click here for submission details.
Click here for conference information - just follow the links
Email any queries to Conference Convenor, Ross Notman: ross.notman@otago.ac.nz

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU THERE n

Extend your NZEALS membership to your colleagues
Institutional Membership is now available to two or more members from the same
institution for a subscription fee of $150 per year for the first member and $100 for each
subsequent member.
Groups may be formed or added to with the permission of the ‘lead member’ - the one
who is charged $150. Current Individual Members may add further members at $100 per
year, and any current Institutional group may add to their number. All Institutional
Membership subscriptions will fall due on the lead member’s subscription date.
For more information please contact Ann Briggs at ann.briggs@ncl.ac.uk n
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Leadership practice to
set the conditions for sound
collaborative teacher inquiry
EDITORIAL

Maggie Ogram, Auckland Branch President

Working alongside teachers and leaders in New Zealand to provide support
for professional learning for teachers as inquirers, I find myself in the fortunate
position to research what teaching as inquiry looks like in primary schools and
colleges. This brings insight into the diversity and differentiation as well as the
commonalities in current teaching as inquiry practice, within and across schools.
For teachers to view themselves as collaborative inquirers is a key focus for
learning and teaching today, whether teachers are working in a flexible learning
space or a ‘traditional’ classroom.
A MATTER OF INFLUENCE
What assumptions and beliefs do we bring to the ways that we expect those in
recognised leadership roles in our schools and colleges to set the conditions for
teachers to grow their collaborative teaching inquiry skills? For one ‘leader’ to
carry the leadership responsibility solely, is at odds with the concept of true
collaboration and everyone showing responsibility for helping to shape the
conditions for collaborative teacher inquiry and learning. It seems more helpful to
think in terms of who carries the influence and what is it about those people or
what do they do that result in us being influenced by them? This cannot be neatly
packaged but we may be influenced by for example, their pedagogical knowledge,
institutional knowledge, integrity, or approachability.
Something to reflect upon is whether any groups or teams appear to have more
influence than others in your learning organisation? Why might this be?
SETTING THE CONDITIONS
Setting the conditions for sound teacher collaborative inquiry leaders benefit
from being aware of behaviours that may present as barriers to team learning.
Decuyper, Dochy & Van den Bosshe (2010) refer to possible barriers as being:
• Groupthink (the conformity of thinking and behavior that
closes down alternatives);
• Diffusion of responsibility (where there is shared responsibility
but no-one takes responsibility for the whole);

For teachers to
view themselves
as collaborative
inquirers is a key
focus for learning
and teaching today.
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• Dominant leader;
• Abilene paradox (where members do not express their true feelings
and thoughts so that nearly all end up doing what they don’t agree with);
• Free riding (where a member participates little or not at all and yet takes
credit for team/group achievements);
• Social loafing (members unintentionally invest less energy into the
team tasks compared to doing the task themselves); and,
• Conflict resolution (the opposite of groupthink where too much
diversity and conflict is destructive).

Osprey Consulting is a
consultancy company
that offers professional
growth services for teachers
and educational leaders
across New Zealand
and internationally.
Maggie Ogram, as a
co-director specialises in:
- Coaching for
professional growth
- Professional learning
within school groups and
across schools
- School leaders’ appraisals
- Professional learning groups

RULES OF ENGAGEMENT
Rules of engagement can be used to set the conditions to enact shared responsibility.
By allowing time for the collaborative group to establish norms of behavior and
procedures means that everyone is clear and agreed upon ‘this is how we do things’.
Rules of engagement may typically include actions such as:
1. Listen to others
2. Don’t make assumptions
3. Make sure everyone has equal opportunity to speak
4. Respectful and challenging of others ideas
5. Ensure all have a shared understanding
INQUIRY MODELS FOR DEEP CRITICAL REFLECTION
Deep reflection by teachers can enable them to transform their practice in critical
ways. With behavioral norms within the collaborative group established, school
leaders need to strategically plan for teachers to be given time to explore ways that
will serve to scaffold and frame their inquiries.
There are various teaching as inquiry models for schools to explore and to choose
from as they reflect upon and progress their inquiries. The same model is used
school-wide in some instances or alternatively different models are chosen by
different collaborative groups within a school. Whether schools or collaborative
groups within schools choose to use for example, the Double-Loop model
(Argyris & Schön, 1974); the Teaching as Inquiry model in the New Zealand
Curriculum (2007); or the Spiral of Inquiry model (Timperley, Kaser & Halbert,
2014), the model needs to resonate with the users to most fully support them as
they further develop their approaches to critical reflection in and on their practice
that leads to changes in practice.
REALLY MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Teachers inquire into their practice to make a positive difference to their teaching to
the benefit of all students. Deep reflective practice is not for the faint hearted and it
requires leaders to be aware of the professional learning building blocks that
teachers need as a pre-requisite to using critically reflective teaching practice.
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For meaningful collaborative inquiry that really makes a difference and brings a
change to teaching, practice teachers need to be encouraged and given the guided
opportunity to deeply question their professional assumptions and beliefs.
Such questionings may include for example:
• Do my beliefs influence the way I think about the students in my class?
• Do my beliefs somehow get in the way?
• How do my beliefs influence what I think about assessment?
• What about my relationships with colleagues?
FINAL THOUGHTS
For teachers to further grow their skill set to deeply critically reflect upon
their practice to actuate positive changes to learning and teaching takes time.
To extend this to be successful collaborative practice takes longer. The methods
by which leaders create the conditions for substansive change and sustained
success are crucial.

REFERENCES:
Argyris, C. & Schön, D. A. (1974). Theory in practice: Increasing professional effectiveness.
San Francisco, CA: Jossey–Bass.
Decuyper, S., Dochy, F., & Van den Bosshe, P. (2010). Grasping the dynamic complexity of team learning:
An integrative model for effective team learning in organisations. Educational Research Review, 5(2), 111-133
Ministry of Education. (2007). The New Zealand Curriculum. Wellington: Ministry of Education.
Timperley, H., Kaser, L., and Halbert, J. (2014, April). A framework for transforming learning in schools:
Innovation and the spiral of inquiry. Centre for Strategic Education, Seminar Series Paper No. 234.
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NZEALS AWARDS
THIS IS AN
interactive
publication

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

FELLOW OF NZEALS (FNZEALS)
An NZEALS Fellowship represents the highest honour able to be bestowed by NZEALS
on a member of the Society. As such, the Fellowship honours members who have played
a significant and meritorious part in the development of quality educational leadership
and administration in New Zealand.
Awards are bestowed at National Conferences every second year on the basis of
nominations from NZEALS Branches or National Council. Applications must be received
by 31 October in the year preceding the NZEALS Conference (i.e. generally received by
31 October in odd-numbered years).

CRITERIA
● Fellows are nominated by NZEALS Branches or National Council
● They are long serving members of NZEALS
● They will have made a significant contribution in theory, practice or leadership
of their professional colleagues
● They will have played a significant part in the development of quality
educational leadership and administration in New Zealand

NOMINATION:
The nomination should be in the form of a citation which details
● Name and brief curriculum vitae
● NZEALS service and positions held
● Contribution to the development of quality educational leadership and
administration in New Zealand
● Contribution in theory, practice or leadership in their profession
FNZEALS nominations must be received by 31 October.
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FUJI XEROX DAME HERBISON SCHOLARSHIP 2015 CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
Explore new educational settings and enhance your understandings of educational
leadership in national and/or international contexts. The Fuji Xerox Dame Herbison
Scholarship is a financial award of $7,000 which is offered jointly by Fuji Xerox and
the New Zealand Educational Administration and Leadership Society (NZEALS).
The Ministry of Education supports the scholarship as a prestigious award for those
who are eligible, providing up to four weeks of paid study leave. The scholarship
enables a financial member of NZEALS to undertake study and/or a programme of
visits to schools and/or other education related institutions in New Zealand or
overseas.
The recipient will be announced approximately one month after the closing
date and the award will be formally presented at the biennial NZEALS Conference.
For more details, including application details, forms and key dates click here.
Applications close on 31 October.

MERITORIOUS SERVICE AWARD 2015 CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Do you know of someone who has done outstanding service to your NZEALS
Branch? Or to NZEALS nationally? Then take this opportunity to nominate them for
a Meritorious Service Award. NZEALS members are invited to nominate someone
from your local branch who has:
● Been a member of NZEALS for more than five years
● Have played an ongoing leadership role in the branch activities
● Have contributed to the branch achieving the aims of NZEALS (including
encouraging others to be members of NZEALS).
Recipients of this award receive one year’s free NZEALS membership and a
certificate recognising their contribution to NZEALS. For further information
click here. Applications close on 31 October.

TTS PRESIDENT'S RESEARCH AWARD CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
This award recognises meritorious research and scholarship which expand
knowledge in the field of educational leadership. Research by emerging researchers
and by leaders of priority learners is encouraged. Thanks to generous funding from
Telco Technology Services (TTS), NZEALS offers an annual research award of $2,000.
This award recognises work that contributes to the development of knowledge in
the field of educational leadership, management and administration.
Applications for the TTS President's Research Award are now open and close on
31st October annually. The winner will be announced approximately one month
after the closing date and the award will be presented at the biennial NZEALS
Conference. For further information click here. Applications close on 31 October.
For more information on all of these awards, including application details, forms and key dates visit your
NZEALS website or contact Jason Elder, NZEALS Awards Committee at jason.elder@norfolk.school.nz
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LEADING THROUGH CHANGE
BY

ANN FARMER is Director

of Education Content and
Communications at Telco
Technology Services Limited
and CEO / Founder at
Abstract-ed

Anne Farmer

It is with great pleasure that Telco Technology Services (TTS) have chosen to
sponsor NZEALS in 2015. We believe that our company vision of being a valued
school partner of choice and assisting schools with ‘leading through change’ aligns
well with NZEALS’ objectives of supporting leadership and innovation in education.
To date TTS have supported schools with infrastructure and technology support
and more recently we have expanded into professional learning. While we continue
with our commitment to helping schools manage their class to cloud infrastructure
requirements we have a vision of assisting New Zealand schools re-envision how
they might use qualitative and quantitative data to influence and inform on
teaching practices and student learning.
The majority of student assessment today is created by teachers who compile
portfolios of student work across time. This often-manual form of evidence-based
data is gathered within classes and analysed by the teacher who typically uses their
own beliefs and assumption about what works and what doesn’t. There is little
consistency from school to school as to how data is gathered or assessed, consistent
qualitative or quantitative measures for use of the data, and the data is not easily
transportable from one school to another.
There is no doubt that evidence-based data and teacher knowledge plays a
critical role in supporting professional judgment but many educators are coming
to recognise that they need to go beyond their tacit knowledge and personal
intuition. Data collection will become even more of a necessary part of an
educator’s responsibilities but how do schools go about creating a ‘data culture’
within their schools?
In this particular instance a school’s data culture is based on a specific learning
environment that incorporates all participants’ attitudes, values, goals, norms of
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behaviour and practices. It is accompanied by an explicit vision for data use created
each school’s leadership. It characterises a group’s appreciation for the importance
and power that data can bring to all decision-making processes.
As a privately owned commercial enterprise committed to the New Zealand
education market TTS are currently investing in extensive research and devlopment
innovation spending. We are building a cloud-based, responsive, content platform
that will scaffold teachers with a combination of quality content, and lesson plans
that link to national curriculum objectives and outcomes. Simultaneously students
will enjoy access to dynamic, engaging, adaptive learning content that will provide
teachers with ‘learning analytics’ that will help them focus intervention on where a
student actually requires pedagogical support.
Later in 2015 we are looking forward to commencing a joint project with the
University of Auckland Software Engineering Department and key educators
to achieve the following goals:
1. The best practices for creation of content that generates qualitative and
quantitative data that will guide improved practices related to teaching
and learning;
2. The development of bespoke methodologies that will underpin the creation of
technology applications to improve student learning outcomes and help teachers
make informed decisions about ‘where-to-next’ for students;
3. Provide in-depth information on individuals and groups of students in order to
assist the teacher to better decide on what-to-do next to support learning. Data
feedback needs to assist educators to prioritize and target group and individual
instructional time; it needs to aid teachers to understand ‘why’ specific students
require certain instructional resources and ‘when’ those resources are needed in
particular areas of the curriculum.
4. Present and share information to build partnerships for learning (with parents,
whānau, colleagues, boards); provide interested parties with the ‘where to next’
informational feedback based on data sets that report on individual student’s
needs and strengths;
5. Provide school-wide data that gives the educators direction on ‘when’ and ‘how’
they might adapt the curriculum-based information provided about students’
strengths and needs;
To date many teachers might wish to engage with technology and use it to best
effect but utilising a literacy app, or delivering a whiteboard lesson are steps along
the path to technological fluency. They have no proven long-term significant impact
on individual student learning outcomes and achievements.
TTS welcome any enquiries from educators regarding infrastructure, professional
learning and development, and pedgagogical support. If you would like to chat
specifically about what I have discussed in this article, please do not hesitate to
contact me at anne.farmer@tts.co.nz. I look forward to meeting NZEALS members
as part of this exciting new partnership.

TELCO TECHNOLOGY
SERVICES
Built on a trusted heritage of
success, TTS emerged from
the joining of three companies,
Telco, Edtech Network
Services and passionIT.
Their mission as one company
is to help organisations and
schools of all sizes navigate
through the constantly
evolving and challenging
IT landscape.
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Putting FACES on the Data:
WHAT GREAT LEADERS DO!
DR LYN SHARRATT WORKSHOP REVIEW

Putting FACES on the Data:
What great leaders do!
by Dr Lyn Sharratt and
Michael Fullen.

Maggie Ogram

The new initiative for NZEALS and ACEL to work in partnership to co-host a
professional development event took place in Auckland in May this year. I was
fortunate to attend the one-day workshop in which teachers and leaders from across
New Zealand gathered to hear Dr Lyn Sharratt unpack the book she co-authored
with Professor Michael Fullan; Putting FACES on the Data: What great leaders do!
(2012). In an absorbing and highly participatory day Lyn led us skillfully through
the learning intentions to:
• Sort out the relevant data to focus on individual FACES;
• Learn the specifics of high-impact assessment and instructional practices;
• Understand that everyone’s an instructional leader and,
• Make connections among colleagues to learn from each other to ensure all
students achieve.
Through a series of activities we considered four over-arching strands or
‘Big Research Ideas’ to improve system and school effectiveness. These Lyn
proposed as being:
1. System Commitment
2. Strategic Leadership
3. Assessment and Instruction
4. Parental and Community Involvement
One such activity focused on ‘The 14 Parameters’ or the key dimensions for
high achievement in the context of systems, schools and classrooms as listed:
1. Shared Beliefs and Understandings
2. Embedded Literacy/Instructional Coaches
3. Daily, Sustained Focus on Assessment that Drives Instruction
4. Principal Leadership
5. Early and Ongoing Intervention
6. Case Management Approach: (a) Data Walls (b) Case-by-Case Meetings
7. Professional Learning at School Staff Meetings
8. In-School Subject Meetings
9. Centralized Resources
10. Commitment of Budgets for Resources
11. Action Research/Collaborative Inquiry
12. Parental and Community Involvement
13. Cross-Curricular Involvement
14. Shared Responsibility and Accountability
(Sharratt & Fullan, 2009, 2012)
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During the morning we were asked to discuss and reflect upon The 14 Parameters
and to decide which require instructional leadership and those that focus on
transformational classroom practice. This activity progressed into learning about a
system and self-assessment tool to support literacy assessment and the need for the
consistent implementation of The 14 Parameters to succeed in increasing all
students’ literacy achievement. We had the opportunity to consolidate our
understanding of The 14 Parameters by discussing and reflecting on how they
contributed to increased student achievement in a case study school.
Following lunch the afternoon led into the high-impact strategic leadership
implications for The 14 Parameters to work. We were challenged to ask how as
leaders do we:
• use data to know and grow all learners?
• ensure collaborative inquiry at every level?
• embed ‘knowledgeable others’?
• walk the talk?
• celebrate learning publicly?
We took these questions away with us to further reflect on what was a most
instructional, collaborative and potentially transformational workshop.
Our thanks to Dr Lyn Sharratt.
TICKET OUT THE DOOR
Readers may also want to think about these questions:
• How can you be even more intentional in putting FACES on the data?
• What additional professional learning do you need and where can you go for it?
• Informed by research how might you support teachers in increasing
all students’ achievement?
• What commitment to action will you make individually and collaboratively?

LYN SHARRATT’s
background includes
cumulative experience as
teacher, curriculum
consultant, teacher-trainer,
public education policy
analyst, superintendent of
schools, and superintendent
of curriculum and
instruction.
MICHAEL FULLAN is a
Canadian educational
researcher, former dean of
the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education, and
a worldwide authority on
educational reform with a
mandate of helping to
achieve the moral purpose
of all children learning.
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The Australian Council for
Educational Leaders (ACEL)
gives access to world
class empirical research
along with the practical
support to achieve excellence
in leadership for the
education sector. The peak
association for educational
leaders, ACEL was founded in
1973 as principals and school

management combined their
passion for quality
administration. Today, ACEL

ACEl & NZEALS CONFERENCE: Hilton Sydney 30 September - 2 October 2015

setting the learning agenda:
courage and comMitment to lead

has more than 6500 members
employed in educational
capacities across 25 nations.

Registrations have closed for this international event and the NZEALS delegation
is preparing for its part in the ANZAC theme of the conference.
All New Zealand delegates will be invited to take part in the mihi whakatau as
part of the opening ceremony. Our kaumatua will speak on our behalf and we
will support him by singing the waiata Te Aroha and presenting a koha to the
ACEL President. Please join us with the waiata.
NZEALS members and New Zealand delegates are invited to make themselves
known to the NZEALS Council members who are in attendance and to make this

a collaborative learning experience for the Kiwis.
We wish you safe travels and an enjoyable time in Sydney. n

Juliette Hayes
National President
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LEADING LIGHTS: ARTICLE
SUBMISSION DEADLINES
NEXT ISSUE DEADLINE 3 NOVEMBER 2015
I would like to encourage you to provide an article for Leading Lights, which might
outline new policies and programmes, legislation, trends, developments, research
or education debates in your own locality. Your topic should be relevant, and of
professional interest, to educational leaders in New Zealand. I am seeking short
articles (500-1,500 words) and photos for forthcoming issues of the magazine.
Your own topic, based on your own area of interest/expertise (and keeping in
mind current issues and developments in educational leadership) is most
welcome. We are also seeking papers of emerging findings from educational
leadership research being carried out by post-graduate students. If you are
seeking a publication opportunity for your work this is a great place to begin.
Longer papers are published on the NZEALS website under a collection of
Members’ publications.
Your target audience is cross-sector leaders throughout New Zealand.
A brief outline of the context of your education setting would be useful for
readers. Any recommendations you might make to readers, based on your
experience, knowledge or research, would be most appreciated.
Prospective writers who wish to discuss a possible topic before commencing
writing, may email me. Otherwise, completed articles can be emailed directly
to me at juliette.nzeals@gmail.com as attached Word files or as plain email
messages and their receipt will be confirmed by return email. Please also include
a one-paragraph ‘about the author’ and attach a head and shoulders photo of
yourself as a separate file (high resolution jpeg preferred).

Juliette Hayes
Editorial Committee, Leading Lights

Leading Lights
Editorial Committee
Juliette Hayes
Richard Smith
Ann Briggs
Annette Sheehy
Paul Potaka

Leading Lights
Editorial MANAGERS
SALTMINE DESIGN
Hugh & Fi McCafferty
fi@saltmines.co.nz

NZEALS

New Zealand Educational Administration and Leadership Society

nzeals.org.nz
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NZEALS COUNCIL DIRECTORY
The NZEALS Council is elected by the membership at the biennial NZEALS conference, or co-opted to a
certain portfolio, and reflects the cross-sector nature of the society. Council members hold key portfolios
for the services of NZEALS, and meet bi-monthly by tele-conference to progress strategic work.
Questions or ideas may be directed to any Council members using the contact details below.

NAME

POSITION

SECTOR

EMAIL

JULIETTE HAYES

National President

Secondary

juliette.nzeals@gmail.com

ANNE MALCOLM

National Vice-President

Primary

amalcolm@ponsprim.school.nz

JEREMY KEDIAN

Immediate Past President

Tertiary

kedian@waikato.ac.nz

DOUG MILNE

National Treasurer

Consultant

charliemarmite@xtra.co.nz

ANN BRIGGS

National Secretary

Tertiary

ann.briggs@ncl.ac.uk

ANNETTE SHEEHY

Council Member on Exec

ECE

annette.sheehy@taurangakindergartens.org.nz

MAGGIE OGRAM

Auckland Branch President

Educational Coach

maggie@ospreyconsulting.co.nz

MELANIE TAYLOR

Bay of Plenty Branch President

Primary

principal@goldensands.school.nz

ANDY WALKER

Canterbury Branch President

Tertiary

andy.walker@intueri.co.nz

PIP WELLS

Nelson Branch President

Primary

principal@tasman.school.nz

MURRAY FLETCHER

Otago Branch President

Educational Coach

fletchermurray4@gmail.com

JASON ELDER

Taranaki Branch President

Primary

jason.elder@norfolk.school.nz

RACHEL MCNAE

Waikato Branch President

Tertiary

r.mcnae@waikato.ac.nz

ANNE LYE

Wellington Branch President

Primary

annel@churtonpark.school.nz

ROSS NOTMAN

Member at Large

Tertiary

ross.notman@otago.ac.nz

CED SIMPSON

Member at Large

ECE/Primary /Secondary

ced.simpson@hrie.net.nz

FIONA MCGRATH

JELPP Editor co-opted to Council

MoE

fgmcgrath1@gmail.com

